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0.2. Source: 
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0.3. Date: 
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1. IDENTITY OF BUILDING  
 
1.1. 

 
Current name of building 
Museum of Yugoslavia (MY) – Museum ‘25th of Маy’ 
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1.2. Variant or former name  
Museum of Yugoslav History (MYH) – Museum ‘25th of Маy’ 
Museum of the President’s giftware 
  

4 

1.3. Number & name of street  
6, Mihaila Jankovića Str. 
 

5 

1.4. Town 
Belgrade 
 

6 

1.5. Municipality  
Savski venac 
 

7 

1.6. Zip code  
11000 
 

8 

1.7. Country  
Republic of Serbia (completed in FPRY/SFRY) 
 

9 

1.8. National grid reference  
44°47'17.2" N, 20°27'08.0" E 
 

10 

1.9. Classification/typology  
REC – recreation: museum  
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1.10. Protection status & date  
The property that enjoys previous protection status within the Spatial cultural and historical 
unit (PKIC) Senjak, Topcider Hill and Dedinje.  
During 2015 the Initiative for the evaluation and declaration of the Museum ’25th of May’ 
as the cultural property was taken. 
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2. HISTORY OF THE OBJECT  
 
2.1. 

 
Original brief/purpose 
The museum of the giftware to the President of the Republic (The President’s Museum). 
The museum was ordered and designed as purpose-built museum building, which was the 
first object of the kind built in Belgrade, with exhibition space and rooms for storage, 
maintenance and work on exhibits – in this case these are the gifts collection which were 
given to the SFRY President, Josip Broz Tito, since 1945. The collections, of which the largest 
one (even today) is the collection of batons, had been previously exposed in a smaller 
object in the direct surrounding of the Residence in 15, Uzicka Str, which provided no 
adequate space for preservation and exhibition. Upon the intern competition, in the 
beginning of 1960, the design made by Mihailo Jankovic was chosen, providing the draft 
for the building of giftware museum (it has kept its primary shape) as well as decoration of 
the ground level access plateau on the slope between Boticeva Street and Boulevard of 
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October Revolution, which contained centrally set cascade fountain and greenery and 
the tree-lined access paths around the perimeter, and subsequently furniture museum, 
too.  
The integral part of the object includes Mosaic on the facade showing the soldiers and 
workers (author Bosko Karanovic), fresco „Life, suffering and the struggle of the nation in 
the area of the president Josip Broz Tito from the Middle Ages to the liberation“ (authors 
Raul Goldoni, Margarita Trkulja) and relief depicting journeys of Josip Broz Tito till 1962 
(unknown author). 
From the very beginning the object had been designs, realized and used as the institution 
intended and opened for the public.  
The museum object is- per designed program- intended for storage of the gifts, firstly 
batons, with approximate number of 7000 exhibits/artefacts. In accordance with the 
abovementioned, the object contained (under ‘the same roof’) all the rooms needed for 
technological function of the museum. The ground floor contains depots (warehouses), 
conservation department, studio, curator office, cinema, cloakroom, while the floor had 
the permanent gifts exhibition setup in lateral tracts and the central hall and photo 
exhibition in the middle gallery, while the conservator’s loft and the salon were set in the 
background of the object. However, the exhibits number had quickly exceeded the 
designed capacity of the facility, so other facilities which make the object today were 
subsequently built, that is, the museum was given and rented spare objects on other 
locations which increased spatial capacity of the museum.  
 

2.2. Dates: commission/completion 
Initial idea for the construction of a new object was emerged in the middle of the 50s, 
when Tito announced his wish to exhibit the gifts he got on various journeys and 
celebrations around the world in a way which would make it possible for the citizens to 
see them. During 1958, the preparations for founding of the Museum of Revolution and the 
Museum of the President within the abovementioned one begun. The architect Dragisa 
Brasovan represents the idea of the President’s Museum to Jovan Veselinov, the  Head of 
the FR Serbia, and they start the necessary preparations through the cooperation with 
museologists and evaluation of the collections which were previously stored and exhibited 
in the spare building of the Residence in 15, Uzicka Str. the Board (composed of: Momcilo 
Stevanovic, Research Associate of the National Museum of Serbia, Bogdan Bogdanovic, 
Assistant Professor at the Faculty of Architecture and Miodrag Protic, manager of the 
Modern Gallery) examined the collection and gave the recommendations upon the 
insight into the content and size of the collection. The recommendations may be viewed 
as the first design program of the Museum ’25. Maj’ upon which any further work on the 
plan and construction of the object was based.  
Since the assets and conditions for the construction were provided, the City of Belgrade, 
via the City Secretariat for Culture and Education which was the investor, and via 
Directorate for construction of public facilities as representatives (of the investors), in 1960, 
starts the process of expropriation on the north-eastern slope of the Topcider Hill, where 
the gardens and summerhouses made by parcelling and sale of Test Agricultural Property 
in 1928. In the first half of 1960, the internal competition for the design was organized, on 
which the architects Dragisa Brasovan and Mihailo Jankovic represented their suggestions 
(in front of the atelier Stadium). Since the design of Mihailo Jankovic was elected, 
Directorate for construction of public facilities of the City of Belgrade (later the Institute for 
Development) signs the contract with him on 29th of August 1960, and starts the 
construction of the object. Since the object opening was planned for 1962, the tempo of 
work was vastly accelerated while the project was performed as the leading idea, which 
resulted in insufficient elaboration of certain details in constructive elements. The facility 
was built by military construction company ‘Napred’. 
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The facility was opened on 25th of May in 1962, as the gift to Tito for his 70th birthday.  
The Use allowance was given on 2nd of July in 1962, but the object was repaired until 1964, 
due to technical problems with the roof, fountain and freight elevator caused by 
accelerated construction.  
1978 Belgrade competition was organized regarding decoration of the the plateau in 
front of the museum, in which the chosen design was made by Marija and Branislav Jovin, 
while two out of three planned phases were made by 1982.  
  

2.3. Architectural and other designers 
Original project, 1960: Architect Mihailo Jankovic and Project Office ‘Stadium’, contract 
on the construction signed with М. Jankovic on 29th of August in 1960, while on 11th of 
November in 1961 construction of the complete design elaborate of the Museum was set. 
The Office got the contract on design of the museum furniture- cabinets, chairs, a 
fundamentally salon, library, cinema furniture, furniture for warehouses and pedestals for 
exposing- on the 3rd of February 1962. The Office ‘Stadium’ designed architecture and 
urban project for the stadium JNA (FC Partisan) in the period of 1948-1951 (the authors 
Mihailo Jankovic and Kosta Popovic) as well as the belonging Sports park with the parking 
(architect Mirjana Marjanovic). 
The project of landscape architecture and reforestation, 1961: land. arch. S. М. Milinkovic. 
Project and production of mosaics on the facade, 1961: Bosko Karanovic; associates: 
Marinko Benzon, Bosko Petrovic, Jovan Kratohvil, Lazar Vozarevic. 
Design and construction of the fresco, 1961: Raul Goldoni, Margarita Trkulja; technician: 
Ivan Auzec. 
Design and construction of relief, 1962: unknown. 
Project of planning the access plateau on the northeast slope of Topcider Hill, 1978. 
(Belgrade invitation competition): arch. Marija Jovin and arch. Branislav Jovin. 
Old Museum Project, 1965: arch. Branko Bon, (arch. Mirko Nenadovic according to B. 
Stojanovic). 
Project of House of Flowers, in 1975 (since 1980 and mausoleum as well): arch. Stjepan 
Kralj; constructor: Engineer unit of the Guards brigade. 
Today the unavailable part of the complex is:  
Project of the memorial collection (today the Residence of the Republic of Serbia), 1979: 
arch. Mirko Kipcic (Zagreb), interior arch. Relja Kostic and the group of authors, cons.eng. 
colonel Nikodin Jovanovic. 
The project of adaptation of the Residence in 15, Uzicka Street, 1971-1972: arch. Branko 
Bon, arch. Dragan Besir (the project of the house of eng. Acovic 1933-1934 arch. Vladislav 
Vladisavljevic). 
Project of Billiard adaptation, 1970-1972: arch. Branko Bon. 
Project of adaptation of the Hunting lodge (originally, Slovenian log cabin, gift of the 
Republic of Slovenia, 25.05.1952.): Arch. Igor Lunacek (Ljubljana). 
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2.4. Others associated with building  
Јоsip Broz Tito (SFRY President) and Jovanka Broz are buried in the House of Flowers, so the 
Museum of the Yugoslav History represents a mausoleum as well. 
Since the opening, the object has been hosting many state delegations- on the official 
visits or homage to Josip Broz Tito and Jovanka Broz. The facility is a pilgrimage location on 
every 4th of May (the day when Tito died) and every 25th of May (the Youth day).  
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2.5. Significant alterations with dates  
25th of May 1962: Opening ceremony 
During 1964: a series of repairs. 
1970: merging to the Museum of Revolution 
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1978. Cascade fountain was removed and till 1982 the solution of Marija and Branislav 
Jovin was constructed.  
1982. foundation of the memorial centre Josip Broz Tito 
1996. foundation of the Museum of Yugoslav History 
1997. Construction of the wall towards Uzicka 14. The fresco of Raul Goldoni was covered 
in platter and cart wall, the gallery space was adapted and changed to meet the needs 
of various exhibitions. 
During the 1990s the restaurant was broken, which operated within the Memorial centre 
Josip Broz Tito, and its place was taken by a residence currently used by the Embassy of 
Iraq.   
2008. Platter and cart wall was set, which closed the façade on the inside and caused a 
series of damages on the gallery floors in lateral tracts, while weather conditions were 
deteriorated by blocking the openings for natural ventilation. 
During 2014 and 2015 partition walls were removed in the gallery area and Goldoni fresco 
was restored, since the platter and cart wall, which was previously blocking it, was 
removed.  
 

2.6. Current purpose 
Museum of Yugoslav History 
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2.7. Current condition 19 

  

The original look of the facility from 1962 has been utterly preserved. It has been 
maintained since the completion; nevertheless, many construction elements have expired 
and need sharp recovery work. The repairs that have been done on the facility are: 
network, gutters, toilet, and ground floor depot, while the repair of the ventilation system 
and network are undergo. Cleaning and repair of the facade and roof are also necessary 
as are all the architecture elements and interior decoration of the facility.   
 

 

3 DESCRIPTION  
 
3.1. 

 
General description 
According to the design from 1960, construction of the representative facility is predicted 
in the form of compound basis in the shape of letter Т. Architect Jankovic used terrain 
delevelling, thus locating the public entrance on a lower angular on the ground floor in 
the central axis of the north facade of the building, and service port into the depot on the 
ground floor on eastern façade. The entrance of the official premises is located on the 
floor, on a higher angular, in the background of the facility, централно 
позиционираcentrally positioned on the southern facade, to which the garden leading 
to the Residence in 15 Uzicka Street is attached (In 1977 the parcel was separated).  
The facility is, according to its architecture shape and technically-technological 
characteristics, sorted into strong representatives of international style. In professional 
domestic groups, the period is known as the ‘high tech’ period which emphasizes the fact 
that – due to technological improvement and appliance of new methods in construction- 
the facilities have more elegantly derived constructional elements: tiny construction 
elements (Floor slabs, beams and columns) of reinforced and prestressed concrete, which 
gives the author the possibility of playing with the architecture elements, masses and 
materialization.  
In case of the museum ‘25th of May’ the author manipulates the plan by withdrawing the 
ground floor façade with appliance of skeletal constructive system, thus forming a deep 
shadow, and then uses white white marble lining to emphasize basic structural elements - 
pillars and roof structure while the façade of the exhibition part of the floor is made in – 
then new – system of aluminium wall- curtain, which gave the effect of transparent facility. 
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In this way the focus is put on centrally positioned façade mosaic (author Bosko 
Karanovic). This causes multiple effects, which leaves a strong visual impression as well as 
the impression of restraint and unimposing of architecture, depending on the visitor or 
spectator.  
In the context of a wider urban disposition, the floor of the facility is visible in a wider 
environment due to terrain configuration, thoughtful positioning of the object and mosaic 
facade, which is visually pointed out as dominant composition element. In the very 
surrounding of the object, primary elements of architecture formation, mass composition 
and elements of ground floor composition dictate the visitor’s perception– access paths, 
fountains and green areas (especially, after the design of Marija Jovin and Branislav Jovin 
were constructed) emphasize central position of the object on the parcel; marble 
covered mezzanine and roof construction as well as the mosaic, while the rest of the 
facility merges into the environment because of the floor composition and appliance of 
transparent floor façade. When being watched from the direct surrounding of the facility, 
secondary elements of composition come to the focus – glass and aluminium facade 
cloth and parapets in white stone with grey and beige shades. 
Special segment of object planning was indeed the project of landscaping, which 
included green massif around the facility, with deciduous trees being planted laterally 
and the evergreens behind the facility. In this way the trees form dark green curtains 
around the object, any time of the year, which puts the whiteness of the façade cloth into 
focus. This ground floor decoration, which was a kept in Jovin‘s design, additionally 
emphasizes axial composition of ground floor, which is built above the Stadium JNA plato, 
with the aim of forming spatial continuity for organization of many rallies and various other 
celebration. 
Many details which can be seen at the Federal Palace (hereinafter, SIV) – on which 
Jankovic had been working at the same time when he had worked on this facility – are 
analogue to the Museum, in its interior, in particular: details of paving, handrails and 
railings on the stairs, wall coverings, processing of parapets with radiators and details of 
locksmithing. Nevertheless, though the same materials are used, the processing is more 
modern while architecture is more dynamic and expressive, and SIV keeps the spirit of 
social realism through elements of classical structure, inherited of the original design 
solution. 
 

3.2. Construction 
The facility, regarding the constriction, doesn’t represent any particular innovation nor 
does it have any special construction inventions applied. However, the facility had a 
series of new technical solutions applied, which Yugoslav and Belgrade construction 
operation had just mastered, firstly regarding prestressed structures and curtain wall on the 
facade.  
Constructive system is combination of reinforced concrete skeleton (lateral wings and 
porches) and the frame construction of prestressed concrete (Central Hall). The floor 
structure is constructed as a finely ribbed monolithic reinforced concrete slab. The roof 
structure is designed as a piece of finely ribbed reinforced concrete slab with anchors for 
ceiling suspension.  
Funding is derived on the mono basis, which are not attached by the fundamental 
characteristics of the supporting beams for the floor, and partly on strip foundations, with 
massive footings below the helical staircase.  
Like the building of SIV, which was being built at the same time as was the Museum, the 
material from the whole country were built, thus making the building literary Yugoslav: in 
the interior the stone „Istria stone“, „white Vencac marble“, „split stone“, „gray Sopoćani“, 
„black Krka stone“ и „Seget“; on facades „Seget“ and „Rasotica“; for paving the porch 
and an external staircase with ‘Jablanica granite’, „Veselje“ and ‘Ripanj granite’. During 
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reconstruction according to the 1978 project, granite ‘Gabro’ from Jablanica was used in 
amphitheatre and fountain, for the plato schale ‘Mace’ (Black cleaved panel) – from 
Sirogojno and for the source Vrelo white marble ‘Sivec’ – Prilep. 
As for the building of SIV, the façade was made as a wall- curtain with primary vertical 
carriers (stick system), by contractor the metal company ‘Metal’ from Belgrade, while the 
laterals of the facades were brought from Factory of light metals ‘Boris Kidric’ in Sibenik 
(alloy AlSiNMn), while the iron for the armature was brought from the steel mill ‘Boris Kidric’ 
in Niksic. The building was made by domestic construction operative in the period of its 
grand industrial expansion, while the focus was on the domestic elements and products of 
domestic origin as much as possible. This often used to cause problems in construction, so 
the object was rebuilt in various parts years after the opening: elevator parts were 
awaited to be delivered, there were repairs on water mechanisms for cascade fountain, 
the delivery of the parts for boiler room and ventilation system was late – arch. Jankovic I 
August 1961 had to change details of the fixed facade and put the windows for natural 
ventilation. 
 

3.3. Context 22 

  

The object is position on North- Eastern slope, in wider. In this place Topcider Economy was 
located, respectively, Experiment agricultural property founded by Milos Obrenovic on 
20th of December 1851 (Ekonomičesko zavedenije) as ‘suitable and experiment institute 
for all agricultural branches’ (Vuco, pg. 70), together with Prison institute (Apsenički zavod) 
which was supplied the Economy with manpower. Northern part of Topcider hill and 
Savska slope represented, during the second half of 19th century the expansion of 
Belgrade, this is where the first industrial drives were, and the railway, Obrenovacki road 
and Sava River (at the time, it was the border with Austro- Hungary), together with a great 
number of sources of drinking water. This part of the city was particularly damaged during 
the World War I due to the constant bombing of River Sava positions last line of defense 
Belgrade. 
After World War I, the city continued its expansion towards Topcider, with various 
architecture and urban structures being located at relatively small area, though built in a 
promptly and non- planned manner. The settling of Prokop began in 1922 where the 
notorious Jatagan mala (removed in far 1970 with the construction of highway through 
Belgrade). Sava slope remained the nucleus of Belgrade industry with renowned and 
new-constructed factories, while in 1926 the decoration of Hyde park began. Due to the 
city expansion in 1928 new Financial law was put into force, upon which liquidation, 
distribution and parcelling of Topcider economy was performed. South part of the Hill was 
taken by Military forces as a ninety-nine years long rent, the hills above Mokroluski stream 
were taken by the Ministries of construction, economy and agriculture which the Ministries 
used for building their facilities and colonies for the employees. The part in which was 
covered in vineyards was bought by wealthy citizens which they used for building their 
houses and planting their gardens – this is part where the Museum 25th of May is now 
located. Neighbourhoods were rebuilding and changing, though in spite of official 
regulatory procedure, which can be seen in physical structure of the Museum. 
During World War II major part of the ministries was removed and dispersed per private 
mansions in Uzicka and Tolstojeva Streets – these are the mansions which were taken and 
left in the state property as state (public) residences.  
According to General plan of Belgrade from 1950, Topcider hill - together with Dedinje - 
was treated as special part of the city, given the significance this location had in context 
of the development of Belgrade, Serbia and Yugoslavia. However, by further draft 
changes, the significance was neither observed, nor kept so the draft The purpose of 
areas in the Dedinje zone (spatial inclusion being: Dedinje, Topcider hill, Senjak, Banjica, 
Topcider and Kosutnjak) adopted in December 1969. This urban and planned move 
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included all the entities which were attached and mutually dependent as well as treated 
as the area of ‘two-centuries-old Belgrade upgrading’ (B. Stojanovic). Firstly, abundant 
greenery, parks and forests which represent the lungs of the city and recreation area 
which is attached to the city lake, then the series of natural monuments which are 
registered in this area. It is important to mention the park which surrounds the Museum as 
integral, planned part of the ambient, which had 3000 trees in its original decoration (165 
various types of deciduous and evergreen trees), while a component of the decoration 
also were the parks sculptures, which were changed in time, and which were made by 
the most famous Yugoslav sculptors: Jovan Soldatic, Antun Augustincic, Sreten Stojanovic, 
Frano Krsinic and others. Then, the area includes the facilities of public and historical 
significance: Milos’ konak, castle complex in Dedinje, Gendarmerie facilities, Yugoslav 
archive, Hajducka fountain, The Monument for the Defenders of Belgrade. This location 
contains a series of construction / architecture of important mansions and houses, as well 
as authorized works of Hadzi Nikola Zivkovic, Dragisa Basovan, Bogdan Nestorovic, Petar 
and Branko Krstic, together with the series of building in which significant people of 
Belgrade lived and worked: Branislav Nusic, Toma Rosandic, Petar Lubarda and many 
others. Finally, upon the World War II, this area was also preserved for the locations which 
were very important to illegal operations of the party and the Resistence during the war: 
Museum 4th of July (the house of Vladislav Ribnikar), a series of illegal party’s print houses, 
and the gathering spots of the workers for their holiday, the 1st of May.  
In this context, even modern, new history of the object is abundantly overwhelmed with 
the meaning and may be observed in a certain context of historical continuality and 
inherited urban matric. Though the area was devastated in few returns and monumental 
values of the entity degenerated, the area of Senjak, Dedinje and Topcider hill was put 
under previous protection as spatial, cultural and historic entity.  
 

4. EVALUATION  
 
4.1. 

 
Technical value 
The facility does not represent any significant evaluation, but at the moment of 
construction it effectively applies existing constructive technical and technological 
solutions, which have direct origin from the typology and were dictated by the design 
task, location and urban disposition of the building. The exhibition areas were- in the 
period of opening- satisfying the exhibition standards and trends, but the increase of 
exhibits type and number lead to the possibility of exposing only a part of the exhibits in 
temporary displays, due to direct exposal to the sunlight. Functionally, large glass areas 
are generally being avoided in museums and galleries, that is, orienting them towards 
North is desirable (in this region). Microclimate conditions are, therefore, pretty 
inconvenient, during summer in particular, since the Museum (like most of the buildings 
dating from this period) have no adequate thermo isolation. Gallery is exposed to the 
direct sunlight due to inadequate architecture and technical solutions for shading on 
south-western and west-northern facade, with increased relying on the architect’s behalf 
on the ventilation system installation, which is also a characteristic of the period in which 
the building was constructed.  
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4.2. Social value 

Museum ‘25th of May’ is the first purposely made museum in Belgrade and is among the 
first of a kind in Serbia (22nd of October 1961 the Gallery of Beljanski collection in Novi Sad, 
which is considered to be a museum facility, was opened). As a new architecture 
typology, intended for recreation and opened for public, it was a place to meet the 
President and get the insight into his work, so the Museum had a great number of visits, 
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since the opening, mostly in form of organised excursions, which continued to be a trend 
in late years as well. The museum had the central point in the visits of diplomats, with the 
separate protocol department named only for dealing with the gifts. Regarding the role 
Yugoslavia had as a country- founder of the Non-Aligned Movement, the Museum 
became one of the crucial locations after 1961, as Tito’s diplomatic journeys abroad 
increased as well as diplomatic visits of the foreign officials to Yugoslavia. Finally, the 
Museum had central position in the celebrations of the Youth Day, on 25th of May, when 
the batons would be brought, together with gifts and letters from all over the country, so 
the Museum keeps being identified with this holiday and is identified with the celebrations 
on the Stadium JNA.  
The Museum has – according to the old sorting of the exhibits - 17 collections of very 
different objects, with the tendency of dramatic increase due to acquisitions: collections 
of batons (22000 batons); „4th of May 1980“ (565 objects); collection of applied art (2500 
pcs.); old weaponry (180 pcs.); microfilms (16675 tapes), memorial historical objects (587 
pcs.); documentary photos, negatives and albums (2600 pcs.); documents and 
manuscripts (1300 pcs.); nature (583 pcs.); declarations, plaques, medals and badges 
(1500 pcs.); numismatic (1289 pcs.); art (4000 pcs.); cinema material (1800 movies); 
phonographic (135 vinyl records); Library of Josip Broz Tito (1892-1980) which was declared 
a national property of great importance on 26th of December 2013 by the regulative of 
the National Library of Serbia (15000 books); technical (1500 objects); various (850 objects, 
including two Moon fragments from the mission flights of Apollo 11 and Apollo 17, which 
are considered to be priceless exhibits). By recent systematization the fond of the Museum 
has been separated into 5 theme collections: memorial fond of Josip Broz Tito; Country 
and political life; Social life – public and private; Cultural life; Wars. 
 

4.3. Cultural & aesthetic value 
The building is one of the representatives of international styles in architecture, which was 
typical for 1960s in Yugoslavia. The elements of architecture are typical for Mihailo 
Jankovic and for the work of the Stadium studio, on which a lot of wall- curtains type was 
used in combination with stone- cover mostly with parapets or as a cover of massive 
façade elements (mostly mezzanine constructions, jamb walls on flat roof, etc.). the idea 
behind the architecture is as more rational investment to get as functional comfort as 
possible as well as the more qualitative artistic design.  Aesthetic and visual segments of 
the building are emphasized on the angular line of 145.0m on Topcider hill, which means 
that the building itself may be viewed from higher points of the city as visual benchmark 
which are also visible from old town of Belgrade and New Belgrade as well, which again 
provides the complete view of the city development. Finally, like the building of SIV, the 
Museum can be viewed as the building of ‘total design’, given that the architect 
Jankovic designed the details of interior as well, together with Museum furniture, which 
has been almost utterly kept till today.  
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4.4. Historical value 
The building is significant because of its function as a Museum of gifts and the place 
where citizens can meet Tito, as well as place of many delegations и and diplomats from 
the country and abroad.  In the context of construction, its period of intensive 
industrialization and modernisation of construction operative, this is still experimenting, 
adjusting and slowly begins to follow modern tendencies and processes in the 
construction. The building has shared- in every way- the destiny of the country it was 
made in. (see chapters 2.1, 2.3 and 2.5). Today, it is one of the rare building utterly 
preserved and is still recognizable and seen as a very important part of state policy of 
SFRY: in the context of non-alignment, self-management, citizen’s emancipation, life 
standard increase, country industrialization.  
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4.5. General assessment 

Though often neglected, the museum ‘25th of May‘ by architect Mihailo Jankovic as well 
as the atelier Stadium need to be seen in the context of the burro production in this 
period, when SIV and  KPY Central Committee buildings were also constructed. The 
Museum represents one of the best designs of Mihailo Jankovic, in which the architect 
was completely in charge with the architecture process and the project from the 
beginning till the end, and he is given the opportunity to apply the most qualitative 
materials and technologies of the time and to experiment in the segment of forms and 
shape. The building is one of the most significant examples of international style (high 
modernism) in Serbia, with original function preserved as well as original elements of 
architecture, interior and urban decoration. The Museum is important as the first Museum 
in Belgrade, which keeps specific and very rich collection of gifts, one of the kind, in many 
aspects.  
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